
EMMANUEL AT 100

INSPIRE. IGNITE. ILLUMINATE.

A SPARK IGNITED 

When Emmanuel opened in 1919 , it was a small college with a big vision :

To prepare women to lead , innovate , and improve society through a

vibrant educational community , providing academic opportunities these

students may not have had otherwise . 

The first Catholic college for women in New England quickly took its place

among other rising stars in Boston ’s intellectual and cultural firmament .

The Harvard Medical School quadrangle , Museum of Fine Arts , forerunners

of Brigham and Women ’s Hospital , and other future world leaders in their

respective fields had opened nearby , roughly a decade before our first

freshman class entered the Administration Building . 

In the years that followed , Emmanuel and these formidable institutions

grew alongside each other , forming a synergistic hub of scientific

discovery , the arts , and education . Our students and faculty tremendously

benefit from—and contribute to—the extended classroom known today as

the Longwood Medical and Academic Area . 

Amidst Emmanuel ’s exciting evolution from bucolic campus to bustling

metropolitan community , we never forgot our roots . 

The pioneering spirit of our founding Sisters of Notre Dame de Namur has

endured throughout every era of sweeping change at Emmanuel—from the

vast expansion of our facilities to the inclusion of male students . We have

continued to educate the whole person , staying true to the Catholic

educational mission that sparked the college ’s formation . 

Our students and graduates remain spirited , imaginative , successful

leaders poised to change the world . How we unleash their potential is

expanding in multiple dimensions .  

With Emmanuel ’s second century upon us , we take inspiration from the

foresight and faith of our founders to envision a bold future that

dramatically advances our 21st century approach to educational

excellence .  



SECOND CENTURY INITIATIVES 

To achieve our ambitious goals for a bright tomorrow , Emmanuel has

created Second Century Initiatives : four transformational areas of the

college that will require elevated philanthropic support so future

generations of students can thrive : 

      Inspire Students through Dynamic Programs 

      Ignite Possibilities with Scholarship and Aid 

      Illuminate the Campus Experience through Capital Enhancements 

      Invigorate Emmanuel ’s Second Century  

Inspire Students through Dynamic Programs 

From career preparation to emerging online learning opportunities ,

Emmanuel ’s diverse academic and extracurricular programs keep our

educational enterprise compelling , comprehensive , and relevant .

Philanthropic investments in this area will support our students ’ long-term

success through activities such as the following : 

      •Summer Science Research Program 

      •Faculty-initiated research 

      •Career Center 

      •Internships 

      •Online learning opportunities for undergraduates and students  

       enrolled in graduate and professional programs 

Ignite Possibilities with Scholarship and Aid 

Emmanuel ’s students set the college apart ; fostering their success remains

a worthy and essential investment . Our founders believed in making higher

education available to those with the great potential to learn and lead in

an ever-changing world . To ensure that Emmanuel ’s life-changing

opportunities remain open to such students , expanded charitable giving

will support :  

      •Need-based scholarships 

      •Merit scholarships  

      •Financial aid 

Illuminate the Campus Experience through Capital Enhancements 

To fan the flame of learning in our students—and stay successful in a

competitive marketplace—we must invest in the campus facilities where

moments of insight occur . A state-of-the-art environment aligns with

Emmanuel ’s emphasis on academic excellence and strong community

spirit , while also providing a visible symbol of Emmanuel ’s strong future .  



Philanthropic giving priorities will enable the college to : 

      •Construct a new , apartment style Residence Hall  

      •Develop an innovative Library Commons  

      •Upgrade campus-wide technologies  

      •Renovate Athletics facilities 

      •Create and equip a new science lab 

Invigorate Emmanuel ’s Second Century  

Flexible , unrestricted philanthropic support provided through the

Emmanuel Fund will be pivotal to the college ’s 21st century growth ,

enabling us to nimbly address new priorities and projects as they emerge .

These critical dollars will impact every area of Emmanuel by fueling needs

such as : 

      •Ongoing upgrades and maintenance of existing campus facilities 

      •Mission and Ministry activities 

      •Creation of a Financial Planning Program  

KEEPERS OF THE FLAME  

Since its earliest days , Emmanuel has relied on the generosity and

commitment of donors to achieve its mission of educating critical thinkers ,

ethical decision makers , and community leaders . Giving boldly to

Emmanuel ’s Second Century Initiatives will continue this long legacy of

support , advancing how we educate young women and men of great

promise while staying true to the spirit and vision of our founders . We look

forward to sharing more information about how to help Emmanuel launch

successfully into its next 100 years . 


